**W&M INTERNAL PROGRAMS:**


The Center for Liberal Arts supports faculty in bringing their most creative and innovative teaching to their COLL courses. The CLA has funding available to support faculty as they design and implement courses that bring the best of the liberal arts to our students. We prioritize requests that have concrete connections to current COLL courses, particularly the COLL 350 and Campus COLL 300.

IDEA Grant Proposals, Office of Diversity & Inclusion, deadline 10/20/23. Do you have a creative idea for a program or workshop that will enhance Inclusive Excellence on campus? The Office of Diversity & Inclusion is offering IDEA Grants ranging from $500-$1,500 to support selected proposals. Faculty, staff, students, and organizations across campus are eligible to apply. Proposals are due by Friday, October 20, 2023 at 5:00pm. For more information and to complete the application, please go to [https://go.wm.edu/z7Xkx9](https://go.wm.edu/z7Xkx9)

**NSF RESEARCH CENTER:**

For new/incoming faculty and those who would like a refresher before the start of the academic year, National Science Foundation has compiled a comprehensive list of 2023 resources for you to access at your convenience: [https://nsfpolicyoutreach.com/resource-center/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery](https://nsfpolicyoutreach.com/resource-center/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery)

**IN THE SPOTLIGHT:**


American Lung Association Public Policy & Public Health Award (limited submission), American Lung Association; deadline 12/15/2023; [https://www.lung.org/research/awards-and-grants-opportunities](https://www.lung.org/research/awards-and-grants-opportunities)

New Investigator Program, Virginia Space Grant Consortium (VSGC); deadline 11/9/2023; [https://vsgc.odu.edu/newinvestigatorprogram/](https://vsgc.odu.edu/newinvestigatorprogram/)


AXA Chair, AXA Research Fund; deadline 10/13/2023; [https://www.axa-research.org/en/page/AXA-Chairs](https://www.axa-research.org/en/page/AXA-Chairs)

**Only one institutional application allowed**

ART/HUMANITIES:

Research Fellowships, Virginia Museum of History and Culture; deadline 1/26/2024 https://virginiahistory.org/research/research-resources/research-support

Grants for Women in the Arts, Barbara Deming Memorial Fund; deadline 1/31/2024 https://demingfund.org/apply-pd-11.php

Institute for the Study of the Ancient World (ISAW) -- Visiting Research Scholars Program, New York University; deadline 11/20/2023 https://isaw.nyu.edu/academics/visiting-scholars

Newhouse Center for the Humanities -- External Newhouse Faculty Fellowships, Wellesley College; deadline 12/08/2023 https://www.wellesley.edu/newhouse/fellowships#external

Historic Preservation Fund- Save America’s Treasures Preservation Grants, Department of the Interior; deadline 12/19/2023 https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppid=350440

Historic Preservation Fund- Save America’s Treasures Collection Grants, Department of the Interior; deadline 12/19/2023 https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppid=350441

John Koegel Latin American/Latinx Music Fellowship, Society for American Music; deadline 12/31/2023 https://www.american-music.org/page/LatinxFWP

Fellowship Program, Fine Arts Work Center; deadline 12/15/2023 https://web.fawc.org/program/

Short-Term Fellowships, Newberry Library; deadline 12/15/2023 https://www.newberry.org/research/fellowships/short-term-fellowships

Weatherhead Initiative on Global History (WIGH) – Fellowships, Harvard University; deadline 12/01/2023; https://wigh.wcfia.harvard.edu/funding

Center for Contemporary Arab Studies (CCAS) -- American Druze Foundation (ADF) Fellowship in Druze and Arab Studies, Georgetown University; deadline 1/05/2024; https://ccas.georgetown.edu/resources/opportunities/american-druze-foundation-fellowship/


Archaeology Program Senior Research Awards (Arch-SR), National Science Foundation; deadline 12/01/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/archaeology-program-senior-research-awards-arch-sr

Media Projects, National Endowment for the Humanities; deadline 1/10/2024; https://www.neh.gov/program/media-projects


Arthur Molella Distinguished Fellowship, Smithsonian Institution; deadline 11/01/2023; https://invention.si.edu/arthur-molella-distinguished-fellows

Denham Fellowship for Women Directors, Stage Directors and Choreographers Foundation; deadline 10/18/2023; https://sdcfoundation.org/opportunities/2023-2024-denham-fellowship-application-information/


Davis Center for Historical Studies -- Research Fellowships -- Theme: Truth and Information, Princeton University; deadline 12/01/2023; https://history.princeton.edu/centers-programs/shelby-cullom-davis-center/fellowships

National Air and Space Museum -- A. Verville Fellowship, Smithsonian Institution; deadline 12/01/2023; https://airandspace.si.edu/support/get-involved/fellowships/verville

AISLS Fellowship Program, American Institute for Sri Lankan Studies; deadline 12/01/2023; https://www.aisls.org/grants/aisls-fellowship-program/

Research Fellowships, Folger Shakespeare Library; deadline 12/15/2023; https://www.folger.edu/research/the-folger-institute/fellowships

Charles A. Lindbergh Chair in Aerospace History, Smithsonian Institution; deadline 12/01/2023; https://airandspace.si.edu/support/get-involved/fellowships/charles-lindbergh-chair-aerospace-history

Long-Term Fellowships in the Humanities, Newberry Library; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.newberry.org/research/fellowships/long-term-fellowships

Exhibitions Abroad Support Program, Japan Foundation; deadline 11/30/2023; https://www.jpf.go.jp/e/program/culture.html

Fellowships in Ancient Near Eastern Studies, Albright Institute of Archaeological Research, W.F.; deadline 12/01/2023 https://aiar.org/fellowships
Center for Khmer Studies - Ph.D. & Senior Fellowship Competition for U.S. Scholars, Council of American Overseas Research Centers; deadline 11/30/2023  US Scholar Research Fellowships - CKS - Center for Khmer Studies

James Madison Program Fellowships, Princeton University; deadline 12/01/2023; https://jmp.princeton.edu/fellowships/visiting-fellows

Center for Hellenic Studies – Fellowships, Harvard University; deadline 10/15/2023; https://chs.harvard.edu/programs/fellowships/fellowships-hellenic-studies/

Fellowships, Metropolitan Museum of Art; deadline 11/03/2023  https://www.metmuseum.org/about-the-met/fellowships

Long-Term Fellowships in the Humanities, Newberry Library, deadline 11/01/2023  https://www.newberry.org/research/fellowships/long-term-fellowships

Open Call for Research Groups 2025-2026, Israel Institute for Advanced Studies; deadline 12/01/2023  https://iias.huji.ac.il/rgopencall

Open Call for Individual Fellowships 2025-2026, Israel Institute for Advanced Studies; deadline 12/01/2023  https://iias.huji.ac.il/individual-researchers

Summer Institute for the Study of East Central and Southeastern Europe, American Council of Learned Societies; deadline 11/02/2023  https://www.acls.org/programs/summer-institute-east-central-southeastern-europe/

Stanford Creative Writing Program -- Wallace Stegner Fellowship, Stanford University; deadline 11/01/2023  https://creativewriting.stanford.edu/stegner-fellowship/wallace-stegner-fellowship

Jonathan Larson Grants (Emerging Composers, Lyricists, Bookwriters - Music Theater), American Theatre Wing; deadline https://americantheatrewing.org/program/jonathan-larson-grants/

The Smithsonian Institution Fellowship Program (SIFP), Smithsonian Institution; deadline 11/01/2023; https://fellowships.si.edu/opportunity/smithsonian-institution-fellowship-program-sifp

Research Fellowships, American Society for Environmental History; deadline 11/20/2023; https://aseh.org/Fellowships-and-Funding


Fellowships Open Book Program, National Endowment for the Humanities; deadline 11/15/2023; https://www.neh.gov/grants/odh/FOBP

Robert H. N. Ho Family Foundation/ACLS Program in Buddhist Studies, American Council of Learned Societies; deadline 11/30/2023; https://www.acls.org/programs/robert-h-n-ho-family-foundation-in-buddhist-studies/

Presenter Consortium for Jazz, Chamber Music America; deadline 10/19/2023; https://chambermusicamerica.org/grants/presenter-consortium-for-jazz/

Omohundo Institute Fellowships, Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture; deadline 10/15/2023; https://oieahc.wm.edu/fellowships/

Fellowships, US Holocaust Memorial Museum; deadline 11/15/2023; https://www.ushmm.org/research/opportunities-for-academics/fellowships/annual

Fellowships for Independent Projects in Film Studies and Photography, Howard Foundation, George A. and Eliza; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.brown.edu/howard-foundation/

Rome Prize Fellowship Program, American Academy in Rome; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.aarome.org/apply/rome-prize

Sabbatical Grant for Researchers, Louisville Institute; deadline 11/01/2023; https://louisville-institute.org/programs-grants-and-fellowships/grants/sabbatical-grant-for-researchers/

Research Fellowships in American Art, Smithsonian Institution; deadline 11/01/2023; https://americanart.si.edu/research/fellowships

Adrienne Fried Block Fellowship, Society for American Music; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.american-music.org/page/BlockFWP


Classical Studies Fellowships, Loeb Classical Library Foundation; deadline 11/03/2023; https://lclf.harvard.edu/

Resident Scholar Fellowships, School for Advanced Research; deadline 11/06/2023; https://sarweb.org/scholars/resident/

Frankel Center for Judaic Studies -- Institute Fellows, University of Michigan; deadline 11/06/2023; https://lsa.umich.edu/judaic/institute.html

Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center - Research Fellowships, University of Texas, Austin; deadline 11/01/2023; https://researchfunding.duke.edu/harry-ransom-humanities-research-center-research-fellowships
Fellowships (for Scholars of British and American History and Culture), Huntington Library; deadline 11/15/2023; https://researchfunding.duke.edu/fellowships-scholars-british-and-american-history-and-culture

Studio Residency Grant, Womens Studio Workshop; deadline 11/15/2023; https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-residency-grant/

Research Fellowships, American Institute of Indian Studies; deadline 11/15/2023; https://www.indiastudies.org/research-fellowship-programs/

MLA Pathways Step Grants, Modern Language Association; deadline 10/10/2023; https://researchfunding.duke.edu/mla-pathways-step-grants

Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts - Senior Fellowships and Associate Appointments, National Gallery of Art; deadline 10/15/2023; https://www.nga.gov/research/casva/fellowships/senior-fellowships.html

Herbert D. Katz Center for Advanced Judaic Studies -- Fellowship Program, University of Pennsylvania; deadline 10/18/2023; https://katz.sas.upenn.edu/scholarly-programs/international-fellowship/apply

ARIT Fellowships in the Humanities and Social Sciences in Turkey (for US Scholars and Graduate Students), American Research Institute in Turkey; deadline 11/01/2023; https://aritweb.org/fellowships/arit-research-fellowships/

Collaborative Research Grants, National Endowment for the Humanities; deadline 11/29/2023; https://www.neh.gov/grants/research/collaborative-research-grants

Public Scholars Program, National Endowment for the Humanities; deadline 11/29/2023; https://www.neh.gov/grants/research/public-scholar-program


Fellowships, National Endowment for the Humanities; deadline 4/10/2024; https://www.neh.gov/grants/research/fellowships

Dangers and Opportunities of Technology: Perspectives from the Humanities, National Endowment for the Humanities; deadline 10/11/2023; https://www.neh.gov/program/dangers-and-opportunities-technology-perspectives-humanities
Laurance S. Rockefeller Visiting Fellowships, Princeton University; deadline 10/19/2023; https://uchv.princeton.edu/open-positions/laurance-s-rockefeller-visiting-faculty-fellowships

Institute for Research in the Humanities (IRH) -- Solmsen Fellowships, University of Wisconsin Madison; deadline 10/26/2023; https://irh.wisc.edu/irh-fellowships/

Institute for Research in the Humanities (IRH) -- Robert M. Kingdon Fellowship, University of Wisconsin Madison; deadline 10/26/2023; https://irh.wisc.edu/irh-fellowships/

NEA Literature Fellowships: Translation Projects, National Endowment for the Arts; deadline 1/18/2024; https://www.arts.gov/grants/translation-projects

IIAS Fellowships, International Institute for Asian Studies; deadline 12/01/2023; https://www.iias.asia/fellowships

Grants and Fellowships, Hagley Museum and Library; deadline 10/31/2023; https://www.hagley.org/research/grants-fellowships


Museums Empowered: Professional Development Opportunities for Museum Staff, Institute of Museum and Library Services; deadline 11/15/2023; https://www.imls.gov/grants/available/museums-empowered-professional-development-opportunities-museum-staff

Museums for America Grants, Institute of Museum and Library Services; deadline 11/15/2023; https://www.imls.gov/grants/available/museums-america

INSPIRE! Grants For Small Museums, Institute of Museum and Library Services; deadline 11/15/2023; https://www.imls.gov/grants/available/inspire-grants-small-museums

Vital Worship Grants Program, Calvin Institute of Christian Worship; deadline 10/15/2023; https://worship.calvin.edu/grants/

Fellowships for Creative and Performing Artists and Writers, American Antiquarian Society; deadline 10/10/2023; https://www.americanantiquarian.org/artistfellowships


School of Historical Studies -- Visiting Member Fellowships, Institute for Advanced Study; deadline 10/15/2023; https://www.ias.edu/hc
John William Miller Research Fellowships, Williams College; deadline 10/15/2023; https://sites.williams.edu/miller/research-fellowships/

ISM Fellows in Sacred Music, Worship, and the Arts, Yale University; deadline 10/15/2023; https://ism.yale.edu/ism-fellows

Dangers and Opportunities of Technology: Perspectives from the Humanities, National Endowment for the Humanities; deadline 10/11/2023; https://www.neh.gov/program/dangers-and-opportunities-technology-perspectives-humanities

Archival Projects, National Archives & Records Administration; deadline 11/02/2023; https://www.archives.gov/nhprc/announcement/archival.html

Public Engagement with Historical Records, National Archives & Records Administration; deadline 11/02/2023; https://www.archives.gov/nhprc/announcement/engagement.html

Scholarly Fellowships, Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History; deadline 10/30/2023; https://www.gilderlehrman.org/programs-and-events/scholarly-fellowships

ELDP Grants, Endangered Languages Documentation Programme; deadline 10/15/2023; https://www.eldp.net/en/our-grants/apply/

SOCIAL SCIENCES:

Grants, Culture & Animal Foundation; deadline 1/31/2024 https://cultureandanimals.org/grants/


Ethical and Responsible Research (ER2), National Science Foundation; deadline 1/25/2024 Ethical and Responsible Research (ER2) | NSF - National Science Foundation


Demonstration Projects to Research and Evaluate Strategies Aligned with CDC’s What Works in Schools Approach, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; deadline 2/03/2024 https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=350451
Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Research Centers: 2023 Special Interest Project Competitive Supplements (SIPS), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; deadline 3/01/2024 https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppid=342964

Center for the Study of Democratic Politics (CSDP) – Fellowships, Princeton University; deadline 12/01/2023 https://csdp.princeton.edu/apply


Mentoring Networks to Enhance Diversity in NIDCD’s Extramural Research Workforce (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), National Institutes of Health; deadline 1/29/2024 https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-185.html

Enhancing NIDCD’s Extramural Workforce Diversity through Research Experiences (R25 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), National Institutes of Health; deadline 1/29/2024 https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-21-186.html

Ideas Lab: Personalized Engineering Learning (PEL), National Science Foundation; deadline 11/29/2023 https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/ideas-lab-personalized-engineering-learning-pel


Health and Health Care Disparities Among Persons Living with Disabilities (R01 - Clinical Trials Optional), National Institutes of Health; deadline 2/05/2023; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-23-309.html

HEAL Initiative: Research to Increase Implementation of Substance Use Preventive Services (R01 Clinical Trial Optional), National Institutes of Health; deadline 1/17/2023; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-DA-24-067.html

School of Social Science -- Visiting Member Fellowships, Institute for Advanced Study; deadline 10/15/2023; https://www.ias.edu/sss


Residential Fellowships 2024-2025, Institute for Advanced Study Princeton, New Jersey; deadline 10/15/2023; https://www.ias.edu/sss/sss-fellowships
Systems-Level Risk Detection and Interventions to Reduce Suicide, Ideation, and Behaviors in Youth from Underserved Populations (R01 Clinical Trial Optional), National Institutes of Health; deadline 2/20/2024; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-MH-25-126.html

Project Grant, State Justice Institute; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.sji.gov/grants/project-grants/

Research Grants, American Educational Research Association; deadline 11/20/2023; https://www.aera.net/Professional-Opportunities-Funding/AERA-Funding-Opportunities/Grants-Program/Research-Grants

Decision, Risk and Management Sciences (DRMS), National Science Foundation; deadline 11/18/2024; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/decision-risk-management-sciences-drms


Niehaus Visiting Fellowship Program, Princeton University; deadline 11/01/2023; https://niehaus.princeton.edu/fellowships/ncgg-visiting-fellowship


AmeriCorps State and National Competitive Grants, Corporation for National and Community Service; deadline 1/04/2024; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=349881


AIA Site Preservation Grant, Archaeological Institute of America; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.archaeological.org/grant/site-preservation/

Grants for Suicide Prevention Research, American Foundation for Suicide Prevention; deadline 11/15/2023; https://afsp.org/research-grant-information/

Social, Cultural and Economic Assessment of Harmful Algal Blooms, Department of Commerce; deadline 10/13/2023; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=343841

Arctic Research Opportunities, National Science Foundation; deadline 1/16/2024; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/arctic-research-opportunities-0

Project Grants (in Byzantine Studies, Pre-Columbian Studies, and Landscape Architecture), Dumbarton Oaks; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.doaks.org/research/fellowships-and-awards/project-grants

International Affairs Fellowships, Council on Foreign Relations; deadline 10/31/2023; https://www.cfr.org/fellowships/international-affairs-fellowship

Projects of National Significance: Achieving Economic Mobility, Department of Health and Human Services; deadline 5/28/2024; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=349337

Projects of National Significance: Protecting Rights and Preventing Abuse, Department of Health and Human Services; deadline 5/28/2024; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=349336

AHRQ Small Research Projects to Advance the Science of Primary Care (R03), National Institutes of Health; deadline 10/16/2023; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-23-115.html

Accelerating Research through International Network-to-Network Collaborations (AccelNet), National Science Foundation; deadline 10/09/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/accelerating-research-through-international

School of Social Science -- Visiting Member Fellowships, Institute for Advanced Study; deadline 10/15/2023; https://www.ias.edu/sss

Historic Preservation Fund -- African American Civil Rights (AACR) History Grants, Department of the Interior; deadline 10/10/2023; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=349170

Nemmers Prizes in Economics, Mathematics, Musical Composition, and Medical Sciences, Northwestern University; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.nemmers.northwestern.edu/

Discovery Research PreK-12 (DRK-12), National Science Foundation; deadline 11/08/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/discovery-research-prek-12-drk-12

Theodore Millon Grant in Personality Psychology, American Psychological Association; deadline 12/15/2023; https://apf.apa.org/funding/millon-grant/

Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences -- Residential Fellows Program, Stanford University; deadline 11/03/2023; https://researchfunding.duke.edu/center-advanced-study-behavioral-sciences-residential-fellows-program

Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications (ELSI) of Genomics Research Project Grant Program (R01, R03, R21), National Institutes of Health; deadline 11/17/2023; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-254.html

Archaeometry (AMTRY), National Science Foundation; deadline 12/01/2023; https://beta.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/archaeometry-amtry

Addressing the Impact of Structural Racism and Discrimination on Minority Health and Health Disparities (R01 - Clinical Trial Optional), National Institutes of Health; deadline 10/10/2023; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-23-112.html

Racial Equity in STEM Education (EHR Racial Equity), National Science Foundation; deadline 10/10/2023; https://beta.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/racial-equity-stem-education-ehr-racial-equity-0

Sociology, National Science Foundation; deadline: accepted anytime; https://beta.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/sociology

**SCIENCE & RESEARCH:**


Human Exploration Research Opportunities (HERO), National Aeronautics and Space Administration; deadline 9/30/2024 https://nspires.nasa.gov/external/solicitations/summary.do?solId=%7B467D3677-A1E4-7369-3FF2-E0FE15E7B326%7D&path=&method=init


Cyberinfrastructure for Sustained Scientific Innovation (CSSI), National Science Foundation; deadline 12/01/2023 https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/cyberinfrastructure-sustained-scientific

Marine Biological Laboratory -- Whitman Center Fellowships, University of Chicago; deadline 12/01/2023 Whitman Center Fellowships | Marine Biological Laboratory (mbl.edu)

National Bycatch Reduction Engineering Program (BREP), Department of Commerce; deadline 12/15/2023 https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=350380

Statistics, National Science Foundation; deadline 12/15/2023 https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/statistics
ACM Paris Kanellakis Theory and Practice Award, Association for Computing Machinery; deadline 12/15/2023 [https://awards.acm.org/kanellakis/nominations](https://awards.acm.org/kanellakis/nominations)


ON-FARM RESEARCH GRANT PROGRAM, Southern Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) Program; deadline 12/01/2023 [https://southern.sare.org/grants/apply-for-a-grant/on-farm-research-grants/](https://southern.sare.org/grants/apply-for-a-grant/on-farm-research-grants/)


Amazon Research Awards (ARA), Amazon; deadline 11/01/2023; [https://www.amazon.science/research-awards](https://www.amazon.science/research-awards)

Mathematical Sciences Infrastructure Program, National Science Foundation; deadline 2/06/2023; [https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/mathematical-sciences-infrastructure-program](https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/mathematical-sciences-infrastructure-program)


Research in the Formation of Engineers (RFE), National Science Foundation; accepted anytime; [https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/research-formation-engineers-rfe-0](https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/research-formation-engineers-rfe-0)
Computational Mathematics, National Science Foundation; deadline 12/01/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/computational-mathematics

Focus on Clinical Trial Research, Developing Medical Treatments, Scientific Advancements, and Real-World Applications, Virginia Coordinated Clinical Research Network; http://vccrn.org/

School of Mathematics -- Visiting Member Fellowships, Institute for Advanced Study; deadline 12/01/2023; https://www.ias.edu/math/apply/membership

AIP Congressional Science Fellowships, American Institute of Physics; deadline 12/01/2023; https://www.aip.org/policy/fellowships/congressional

Focused Research Groups in the Mathematical Sciences (FRGMS), National Science Foundation; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/focused-research-groups-mathematical-sciences

Solid Waste Management Grant Program, US Department of Agriculture; deadline 12/31/2023 Solid Waste Management Grants | Rural Development (usda.gov)

Plasma Physics, National Science Foundation; deadline 11/20/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/plasma-physics

Research Grants, U.S. – Israel Binational Science Foundation; deadline 11/29/2023; https://www.bsf.org.il/funding-opportunities/bsf-research-grants/about/

Albert Einstein World Award of Science - Nominations Requested, World Cultural Council; deadline 11/30/2023; https://www.consejoculturalmundial.org/world-award-of-science/

PACE Science and Applications Team (ROSES 2023), National Aeronautics and Space Administration; deadline 12/05/2023; https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary.do?solId=%7B5CA26D01-FEFE-10E5-0D66-3DF06ABA8A8%7D&path=&method=init


Windows on The Universe: The ERA OF Multi-Messenger ASTROPHYSICS (WoU-MMA), National Science Foundation; deadline 10/16/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/windows-universe-era-multi-messenger-astrophysics

Arthur C. Cope Scholar Awards, American Chemical Society; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.acs.org/funding/awards/arthur-cope-award.html

ACS Award for Encouraging Women into Careers in the Chemical Sciences, American Chemical Society; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.acs.org/funding/awards/acs-award-for-encouraging-women-into-careers-in-the-chemical-sciences.html
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics (KITP) -- KITP Scholars, University of California, Santa Barbara; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/apply/fellowships/kitp-scholars

PFE: Research Initiation in Engineering Formation (PFE: RIEF), National Science Foundation; deadline 11/14/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/pfe-research-initiation-engineering-formation-pfe

Synthetic Quantum Nanostructures (SynQuaNon), Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency; deadline 10/10/2023; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppid=349846

Division of Physics: Investigator-Initiated Research Projects (PHY), National Science Foundation; deadline 11/20/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/division-physics-investigator-initiated-research

Applied Mathematics, National Science Foundation; deadline 11/15/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/applied-mathematics

Astronomy and Astrophysics Research Grants (AAG), National Science Foundation; deadline 11/15/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/astronomy-astrophysics-research-grants-aag-0

Advanced Technologies and Instrumentation for the Astronomical Sciences (ATI), National Science Foundation; deadline 11/15/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/advanced-technologies-instrumentation-astronomical

School of Natural Sciences -- Visiting Member Fellowships, Institute for Advanced Study; deadline 11/15/2023; https://www.ias.edu/sns

Division of Physics: Investigator-Initiated Research Projects (PHY), National Science Foundation; deadline 11/20/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/division-physics-investigator-initiated-research

Plasma Physics, National Science Foundation; deadline 11/20/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/plasma-physics

Division of Materials Research: Topical Materials Research Programs (DMR:TMRP), National Science Foundation; accepted anytime; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/division-materials-research-topical-materials-1

Condensed Matter and Materials Theory (CMMT), National Science Foundation; accepted anytime; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/condensed-matter-materials-theory-cmmt-0

The AIP State Department Science Fellowship Program, American Institute of Physics; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.aip.org/policy/fellowships/state-department

National Artificial Intelligence (AI) Research Institutes: Accelerating Research, Transforming Society, and Growing the American Workforce, National Science Foundation; deadline 10/31/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/national-artificial-intelligence-research

Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) -- Summer Faculty Fellowship Program, Department of Defense; deadline 11/30/2023; http://afsffp.sysplus.com/

Paleo Perspectives on Present and Projected Climate (P4CLIMATE), National Science Foundation; deadline 10/20/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/paleo-perspectives-present-projected-climate

Jefferson Science Fellows Program, National Academies; deadline 10/17/2023; https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/jefferson-science-fellowships

Focused Research Hubs in Theoretical Physics (FRHTP), National Science Foundation; deadline 10/18/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/focused-research-hubs-theoretical-physics-frhtp


Mathematical Sciences Research Institutes, National Science Foundation; deadline 3/14/2024; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/mathematical-sciences-research-institutes


Foundations Of Superconducting Digital Logic (FSDL), Department of Defense; deadline 10/31/2023; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=349238

Dahlgren University Research and Development (R&D) Projects and Capstone Projects, Department of Defense; deadline 7/17/2024; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=349325


Process Systems, Reaction Engineering and Molecular Thermodynamics, National Science Foundation; deadline: accepted anytime; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/process-systems-reaction-engineering-molecular-2

Science & Technology Policy Fellowships, American Association for the Advancement of Science; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.aaas.org/programs/science-technology-policy-fellowships
Geoinformatics (GI), National Science Foundation; deadline 12/01/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/geoinformatics-gi

Geometric Analysis, National Science Foundation; deadline 11/07/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/geometric-analysis

Topology, National Science Foundation; deadline 11/07/2023; https://new.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/topology


Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE): Core Programs, National Science Foundation; deadline 10/23/2023; https://beta.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/computer-information-science-engineering-core

Sea Level Change Science Team (ROSES 2023), National Aeronautics and Space Administration; deadline 10/19/2023; https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary.do?solId=%7BCBB6DE73-916E-5B8B-BC06-210E1806E382%7D&path=&method=init

Astrophysics Research and Analysis (ROSES 2023), National Aeronautics and Space Administration; deadline 10/20/2023; https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary.do?solId=%7BDA4152EC-9542-812F-1247-D76DC0F8F03A%7D&path=&method=init

Strategic Astrophysics Technology (ROSES 2023), National Aeronautics and Space Administration; deadline 10/20/2023; https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary.do?solId=%7BC627B33E-0B49-1A24-93D1-BFD61DEF75E0%7D&path=&method=init


Solar System Observations (ROSES 2023), National Aeronautics and Space Administration; deadline 3/29/2024; https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary.do?solId=%7B528B9303-96A7-56E5-6BD3-9E7EE2959224%7D&path=&method=init

Habitable Worlds (ROSES 2023), National Aeronautics and Space Administration; deadline 11/08/2023; https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary.do?solId=%7B19E1AFA5-C9D9-F56E-5FDF-4421CA409342%7D&path=&method=init

NuSTAR General Observer - Cycle 10 (ROSES 2023), National Aeronautics and Space Administration; deadline 1/25/2024; https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary.do?solId=%7B4942F6AC-38B4-022C-9B24-B8DB02EEAB09%7D&path=&method=init

Citizen Science Seed Funding Program (ROSES 2023), National Aeronautics and Space Administration; deadline 1/24/2024; https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary.do?solId=%7B4942F6AC-38B4-022C-9B24-B8DB02EEAB09%7D&path=&method=init


Astrophysics Research and Analysis (ROSES 2023), National Aeronautics and Space Administration; deadline 10/20/2023; https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary.do?solId=%7BDA4152EC-9542-812F-1247-D76DC0F8F03A%7D&path=&method=init


Manufacturing Systems Integration (MSI), National Science Foundation; deadline: accepted anytime; https://beta.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/manufacturing-systems-integration-msi
**FOUNDATION:**

Grants for Independent Research in Venice and the Veneto, Delmas Foundation, Gladys Krieble; deadline 12/15/2023 [https://www.delmas.org/venetian-research-program](https://www.delmas.org/venetian-research-program)

* Applications are accepted on a rolling basis


**If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact Sommer Dowd, Corporate & Foundation Relations, sdowd@wm.edu, or 1-1572, to coordinate efforts prior to contacting the Foundation

Research & Program Evaluations in Early Education, Brady Education Foundation; deadline 12/01/2023; [https://bradyeducationfoundation.org/application-guidelines/](https://bradyeducationfoundation.org/application-guidelines/)

Grants (for Research on Public Policy), Searle Freedom Trust; deadline 12/15/2023; [https://www.searlefreedomtrust.org/application-guidelines](https://www.searlefreedomtrust.org/application-guidelines)  
**If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact Sommer Dowd, Corporate & Foundation Relations, sdowd@wm.edu, or 1-1572, to coordinate efforts prior to contacting the Foundation


Program on Social, Political and Economic Inequality, Russell Sage Foundation; deadline 11/07/2023; [https://www.russellsage.org/research/funding/social-inequality](https://www.russellsage.org/research/funding/social-inequality)

Program on the Future of Work, Russell Sage Foundation; deadline 11/07/2023; [https://www.russellsage.org/research/funding/future-work](https://www.russellsage.org/research/funding/future-work)

Race, Ethnicity, and Immigration, Russell Sage Foundation; deadline 11/07/2023; [https://www.russellsage.org/research/funding/race-ethnicity-immigration](https://www.russellsage.org/research/funding/race-ethnicity-immigration)

Research Grants, Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research; deadline 11/01/2023; https://wennergren.org/program/post-phd-research-grant/

Grants, Pollock-Krasner Foundation; open deadline; https://pkf.org/apply/


Grants, Joyce Foundation; deadline 12/01/2023; https://www.joycefdn.org/apply

Small Research Grants on Education, Spencer Foundation; deadline 12/05/2023; https://www.spencer.org/grant_types/small-research-grant

**If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact Sommer Dowd, Corporate & Foundation Relations, sdowd@wm.edu, or 1-1572, to coordinate efforts prior to contacting the Foundation.

Grants, American Wildlife Conservation Foundation; deadline 02/01/2024; http://www.awcf1911.org/

Research Grants: Social, Political and Economic Inequality, Russell Sage Foundation; deadline 11/07/2023; https://www.russellsage.org/research/funding/social-inequality

Simons Collaborations in Mathematics and the Physical Sciences, Simons Foundation; deadline 11/01/2023; https://www.simonsfoundation.org/grant/simons-collaborations-in-mathematics-and-the-physical-sciences/


International Prize, Fondation Fyssen; deadline 11/14/2023; https://www.fondationfyssen.fr/en/international-scientific-prize/modalities/

Research Stipend, Rockefeller Archive Center; deadline 11/03/2023; https://rockarch.org/collections/research-stipends/

Grants, Lawrence Foundation; deadline 10/31/2023; https://thelawrencefoundation.org/application-process/

Academic Research Grant Program, Borchard Foundation Center on Law and Aging; deadline 10/15/2023; https://www.borchardcla.org/academic-research-grants/application-process
**OTHER/INTERDISCIPLINARY:**

